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WHAT IS IT ABOUT?

So far Via Experientia has been
working exclusively on
empowering people on working
with groups – group facilitation
and team leading. But our
participants and the team have
been looking for the ways to
apply our unique experiential
reflective approach on working in
one to one context.
This new Advanced Workshop is
our well thought step in that
direction. It is based on work of
J.Clement "Inspirerend coachen"
(Coach and Inspire).

This Advanced Workshop is built for everyone
who wants to integrate the art of dynamic
conversation in their way of working with
others: as a manager, a colleague, a
consultant or an expert advisor, as a
counselor or trainer or as a professional
coach.
A lot of attention in this training goes to learning
how to coach in a simple way, without complex tools,
direct and starting from who you are. Key elements
will be: building an authentic relation and using (and
daring to use) your own conversation possibilities to
their full extent.
Working in one to one setting is something you can
only learn by doing: participating in this training
implies “being ready to jump to practice”. We offer a
training based on experiential learning in which from
the very first day you can expect opportunities to
practice your coaching, including feedback on your
coaching.
Hereby we will provide the theoretical framework of
J. Clement as a background that can inspire us. Along
with the training we foresee to introduce a book that
specifically explains the approach.

CONTENT:
PRACTICE 7 BASIC
SKILLS
(1) Exploring
How can we make ‘asking questions’ a strong lever to stimulate
learning? What is the link between asking questions and giving
advice? Exploring starts with curiosity!
(2) Appreciate and reinforce (3) Confront and stay connected.
What is reinforcing? What is confronting and staying connected? How
do we do that in an open and sound way?
(4) Challenging and (5) Inspiring
How can a coach be inspirational? How can a coach inspire to a
refreshing perspective, to new approaches, to a renewed inner
dynamic and strength within the coachee? How can I challenge
someone in a way that a new ‘drive’ grows?
(6) Giving space and…
(7) Relax
How can I stimulate and create a relaxed learning climate? How can I
provide the space to resistance and difficulties?

THE RESULT OF
THIS ADVANCED WORKSHOP

You are able to structure a coaching or
conversation session in a professional way.
You explored and practiced the 7 basic skills.
You are skillful in coaching interventions and
are able to turn questions into an opportunity
to stimulate learning experiences.

Roel started his professional and freelance activities in
facilitating learning processes, both for individuals and teams, in
2000. Since 1992 he worked as a volunteer in youth work where
he trained many youth workers in their pedagogical skills. It was
out this passion that he started working for Outward Bound
Belgium where experiential learning through the use of outdoor
activities is crucial. Today, after 18 years, Outward Bound is still
an important partner where most of Roel ‘s work takes place in a
multicultural and international context and is focused on personal
effectiveness both as a leader and a coach and on team
effectiveness. In 2006 he renamed his company Human Puzzle.
During his career as freelance coach and trainer, Roel specialized
in gestalt therapy (experiential approach) and ‘Inspirerend
Coachen’ (Dutch for Coach and Inspire, Jef Clement).
He is training and coaching most of his time coaches and leaders
in their coaching skills and attitude. How people in any position
(coordinators, middle management, executive managers, teachers,
social workers, directors, …) can coach others and how they can
stimulate learning processes within their colleagues or peers,
stays one the mayor drivers and sources of inspiration for Roel.
Most intriguing is that this approach works in many contexts
whether it is governmental, retail, banking, business schools,
social sector, police officers, high-tech sector, industrial sector,
… Seeing and experiencing that all these people can be a crucial
support in the development of their colleagues makes this such a
rewarding job to do.
Apart from work, Roel loves and finds inspiration in the
mountains; trail running and climbing in summer, tour skiing and
climbing in winter. His family and two sons give inspiration
through the whole year.

TRAINER:
ROEL DESART

After working for several youth and welfare organisations, Dirk
worked as a free –lance trainer for the Council of Europe,
E u r o p e a n U n i o n , i n t e r n a t i o n a l N G O ’s a n d d i f f e r e n t c o m p a n i e s a l l
over the world and for Outward Bound Belgium.
Since 2000 Dirk works fulltime for Outward Bound Belgium as
Programme Director, trainer/consultant and member of the
management team.. Dirk has a long experience in working with
companies and organisations on (multicultural) teamwork,
leadership, change management, coaching, personal development
and train the trainers programmes.
Dirk is one of the founders of youth Express Network, a
European network of grass root youth organisations working on
social exclusion and co-founder of Via Experientia. As a partner
of Via Experientia he has been facilitating Long term training
courses on experiential learning for more than 10 years.
He is a passionate trail runner and active in many cultural
organisations in his village.

TRAINER:
DIRK DE VILDER

PRACTICALITIES

DATES
5 days of Advanced Workshop, built up as 3 days +
another 2 days one month later.
Training seminar 1: September 5-7
Training seminar 2: October 4-5

THE VENUE
The Advanced Workshop will be held in “Panorama” hotel
in Vilnius.
It is a perfect place for the foreign participants: easy
access from the airport and to the main sightseeing and
attraction places of the old town.
More you can find here: http://panoramahotel.lt

PARTICIPATION FEE

If participation fee is paid by 1 July, 2018:
Regular fee: € 1050
Via Experientia Alumni: € 790
If participation fee is paid after 1 July, 2018:
Regular fee: € 1270
Via Experientia Alumni:€ 950

Participation fee covers:
- Training and training material, including the book "Inspirerend coachen" (Inspiring coaching) by
J. Clement.
- Coffee breaks and lunch during training days.
P a r t i c i p a t i o n f e e d o e s n ’t i n c l u d e p a r t i c i p a n t ' s t r a v e l e x p e n s e s a n d a c c o m m o d a t i o n . T h e h o t e l
“Panorama” offers these prices for staying in the hotel:
Staying during September seminar: Single room – 58 Eur; Double/twin room – 64 Eur
Staying during October seminar: Single room – 48 Eur; Double/twin room – 52 Eur

REGISTRATION

To enrol we kindly ask you:
1. Email us at training@viaexperientia.net and ask for the
application form to be sent to you.Or apply online in our website
2. Fill your application form.
3. Wire 100% participation fee to the following account:
“KITOKIE PROJEKTAI”
IBAN: LT89 7044 0600 0780 2728
SWIFT: CBVILT2X
SEB BANK AB, VILNIUS
Please indicate in the object of the money transfer "The art of
dynamic conversation"

CANCELLATION POLICY
Participant is entitled to cancel participation by sending the e-mail to training@viaexperientia.net
However a certain amount of the fee will be retained for organizational expense coverage as follows:
- 25% if cancellation is forwarded 3 weeks before workshop commences;
- 50% if cancellation is forwarded 2 weeks before workshop commences;
- 100% if cancellation is forwarded 1 week before workshop commences;

HOPE TO SEE
YOU SOON!
Questions? Contact us - training@viaexperientia.net

www.viaexperientia.net

